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Good King Arthur, the Savior of Britain, is a monster. Only his sister Morgan knows the truth.

Only Guinevere believes her, and together the young women vow to overthrow the tyrant and

grind his kingdom into myth.**trigger warnings: gaslighting and implied rape**Arthur, Morgan,

and Guinevere were people of color. If they ever existed, they would have been of Roman and

Ancient Briton heritage, battling Saxons in the Dark Ages. No anachronisms in shining armor

ride through this Arthurian tale. No wizards or faeries, only druids and nature spirits like the

water horse.

Lydia Sherrer ups the ante in Revelations, the second volume in her series, Love, Lies, and

Hocus Pocus, where we find intrepid heroine and wizard Lily Singer making ever more skillful

magic--and cranberry almond scones. In Book 2, Lily and her friend Sebastian Blackwell,

Professional Witch, who has secrets of his own, venture into deeper and more sinister territory.

Meanwhile, at home--and at the library--and in Lily's car--and everywhere else Lily is, her cat,

Sir Edgar Allan Kipling, has ramped up the attitude, found his voice, and started to--glow.As

Lily and Sebastian increase in knowledge, wisdom, and skill it becomes clear that both they

and Sherrer's skill as a writer and storyteller are growing exponentially. Sherrer's commitment

to presenting fully realized characters and to the underlying moral and ethical concerns of her

protagonists is skillfully blended with suspenseful tale-telling, smart dialogue, and perhaps the

snarkiest feline in recent literature. Readers of Sherrer's first novel, Beginnings, will not be

disappointed with this sequel and if you didn't read the first one, what are you doing here? Go

buy Book 1 and read it--then come back here and snatch up Book 2. On second thought, just

buy them both now--once you've devoured Beginnings, you won't want to wait.Make some tea

and scones first. Trust me. --Lori Brown Patrick, Editor at Grammarwitch LLCRevelations shows

Lydia Sherrer s ability to raise the stakes, evoking unexpected emotions and an absolute need

to know more about the characters. Between two tidy, erudite chapters lies the more unkempt,

informal interlude. The book features fast-paced, imaginative story-telling, and builds on the

tension formed in its prequel, Beginnings.Sherrer delivers the same eloquent style used in her

first novel with great success. Though satisfying resolution is offered, a hunger for more is sure

to find readers after finishing Revelations. --Brittany Thibodeaux, Book Reviewer at Brittanys

Lair--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorLydia Sherrer is a fantasy author

whose goal is to leave this world a better place than when she found it. Growing up in rural

Kentucky, she was thoroughly corrupted by a deep love for its rolling countryside, despite all

the mosquitoes and hay-fever. She was instilled with a craving for literature early on, and her

parents had to wrestle books away from her at the dinner table. Though she graduated with a

dual B.A. in Chinese and Arabic, having traveled the world she came home and decided to stay

there. She currently resides in Louisville, KY with her loving and supportive husband, and their

very vocal cat. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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rapefor allsurvivorswhether or notyou’ve told1The VowArthur must die.Death will be too kind,

after what he has done, but I will be the one to ruin him. Me, the girl of the sea.I scream. Gulls

shriek overhead. The surf smashes white and tall against the island rocks. Spray lands

steaming on my skin. Water hisses closer, fuming toward me in the spell circle. The brine mixes

with my blood across ancient carvings and turns brown.This ritual must go right. I must open a

passage to Atlantis, the only place I can find power to match Arthur’s.Another contraction

slams me. The grey skies flash red. I writhe against the stone, clawing at the crust of bird

droppings. I choke in a breath and push. It is the only way.Atlantis is further than the bottom of

the sea. The fool Romans believed the city had sunk in the ocean “beyond the Pillars of

Hercules.” Those aren’t landmarks. They’re a maxim. The Pillars of Hercules are redemption

through pain.Here, on the Isle of Avalon, my birth pangs will open a door to Atlantis.If only I

can draw another salty breath, if only I can live. The hurt could split me in two. Maybe it will, but

not before the ritual channels the agony and breaks open a world door in front of me.I can’t

push again. But I must.I am Morgan. My anger will drown Good King Arthur. My voice will strip

him of his last friend. His court I will crush. His name I will erode into nothing, and his memory

I’ll grind into myth.With a death cry I push out the baby. The tiny tormentor slides free, the little

leech. I listen for the newborn’s bawling but only hear the roaring in my ears, the fury of the

sea, and the crackle of a doorway to Atlantis.The gate pulses before me, like a lightning bolt

broad enough to walk through.It is already closing. Soon the door will blink out of existence.

Too soon.I push myself up. My arms are jelly, but I reach for the baby. It isn’t crying. The little

leech must’ve died, out of spite.The baby’s eyes are grey as a rainstorm. They turn to look at

me.My traitor heart soars with joy. “Better you live, little leech, even if you’ve no right.”I’ll take

the baby with me into Atlantis. My hands shake as I pull out my knife to cut the cord. At last

there will be nothing connecting us.The blade doesn’t cut. I’ve pressed the dull side to the cord.

I’m not thinking right, not seeing true, and the door is closing. The tide is rising.There’s little

time, and soon, none.Surf rushes over my legs and the baby. I scoop the little leech up from the

whitewater. It’s a boy, and he still refuses to cry.I have to hold him against me, cord dangling.

Along my other side I sling my travel pack. Then I crawl and bleed over sharp rocks and

through the doorway. It jolts me.I drag myself into Atlantis and outside of time.2The BrinkIn

Atlantis, the moment is endless. Where there’s no time, rats stand petrified on the street.

Where there’s no time, a falling meteor becomes a closer sun. And where there’s no time, a

flood freezes into a wall of water. I smile up at the liquid sculpture, at its vast darkness. It



overshadows rooftops.“Such strength,” I say to the baby. “The sea could’ve wrecked even this

city, the source of all human greatness.”The little leech doesn’t even look. He’s with me in this

triumph, but he doesn’t share it.I have cut his cord, passed the afterbirth, and bandaged

myself. Leaning against a building of metallic green, I wipe the little leech clean. I swaddle his

ugliness.He paws against me. I should feed him. That would mean letting him touch me, and a

rottenness stings and slimes my midsection. I wonder if all the afterbirth came out or if a

remaining piece will poison me, blacken my blood, and curdle my milk.Gagging, I tug at my

robes and uncover a breast. “If you must, little leech. Drink my anger and grow strong.”His bite

is fierce. Even feeding, he never turns his grey eyes away from mine.“You shouldn’t stare. Were

you raised by a fiend?”He keeps at it.“Why do you only look at me? We’re in the middle of a

wonder.”Gleaming towers soar in spirals of golden brass and green orichalcum. The buildings

of Atlantis are tall where I expect them to be short, narrow where they should be broad, bulging

where they should be spindly.Nothing is right here, and it never will be. Time has stopped.

Atlanteans wrenched this place away from the world to escape divine wrath. Now everything is

still except for me and the baby. I can’t tell if the city was built in the shape of madness or if it

has begun to shatter. Or melt.We’re in the middle of horror.That meteor in the sky better not

come closer. A motionless fireball, its luster reflects off the spires. It aims downward. It dips, yet

it remains in place. A few moments more and the inferno would’ve smashed into the ground

and demolished Atlantis, but that doom also has been locked in time.The suspended fireball

hangs in an empty darkness. There are no stars in this night, no moon, no sun, no hope that

this is part of the normal world. All light comes from the hateful orange meteor, that and an

erupting volcano. The mountain looms smoldering in the black haze of the near distance, a rain

of its ash floating motionless. The dark flecks never quite reach the ground. A cloud of them

choke out the sky, enough to bury Atlantis.Flood, meteor, and erupting earth. Atlantis was

brought down by a pantheon the citizens sought to become. Their city has been cursed enough

to destroy it thrice over.I say, “The gods are generous with apocalypse.”Laughing hurts. After

the birth, I’m sore everywhere, even in my arms and neck. Moving is excruciating.My heart

protests against my idleness, thudding against my ribs. I have so much to do before I can face

Arthur. Need to find the city’s font of knowledge, see if any Atlanteans remain. I glimpsed

Atlantis once before, and there had been someone. I must discover whom.Soon I will. For now,

all I can do is hold the baby. My eyes return to his.“Still staring? You act as if I’m the most

amazing thing here.”A heat wells up within me, a giddy melting. It can’t be happiness, not for

the little leech. True, he has shown unexpected poise, considering. He hasn’t voiced a word of

complaint, even dragged to this strange not-world. He is quiet when suckling and has taken to

breast well. He must be the most mature of babies.I shift him to my other side. “Don’t think you

can win me over, little leech. I swear I’ll never love you.”He gums my nipple hard enough to

draw blood.“Might as well bite. You’ve kicked me long enough, little leech.”The baby glares at

me. His squished face is fixed in an expression of outrage.“No, I’m not giving you another

name. Then I’d own part of you, and you, part of me.”He blinks, maybe for the first time.“You’re

my proof, nothing more. Once I ruin Arthur, I’ll be done with you.”The baby snorts. It is his first

sound.“Don’t you judge me. If the world were just, you’d be changing my swaddlings. At least ’til

I stop bleeding from the wound you left.”He dribbles a milk bubble at me. His eyes droop

closed.“You’re the one who owes me, not the other way around. Never forget that.”He sleeps,

amidst apocalypse.I can’t match his prowess in naps. My eyes keep popping open. I gasp,

startle, jerk, even though nothing has happened. No time has passed.Neither can I stay awake.

I doze. The heat of the fireball in the sky washes against my brow. The fire in me beats back

stronger. I clench and shift against the hardness of the wall. I force myself to eat the salted fish



from my pack. I change my wrappings and the baby’s too, throwing them into the gloom of a

building.A day might’ve passed, somewhere.The tension never leaves, and for once I know

why. No one could rest in such a city. Spires taller than belief teeter, forever not quite

collapsing. Cracks split the perfection of the street tiles. Breathtaking domes of glass begin to

buckle. I wait for the crashing finality that will never come.“They couldn’t live here.”The little

leech is at my breast again with a vengeance.“The people of Atlantis abandoned it.”The baby

stares as if he understands everything.I think I do too. The great men and women of this place

left. They dove back into the whirlpool of time and became the greatest of the ages. Those

arriving in Britain built Stonehenge. The ones who came later to Ireland were the first

druids.“Let’s see if anyone remained behind.” I sway up to my feet. Carrying the little leech is

even more awkward now that he’s outside of me. I take out the cane I packed.He snots

himself.“Oh? The sight of your doddering mother of eighteen offends you?” I ask. “Better this

cane than tripping and falling on that soft, soft baby skull of yours.”We travel between buildings

of red stone and blue glass, each window forever breaking. We go under arches of gold, split

down the center. We cross beneath bridges of silver, canting to the side.No, I shouldn’t say

“we.” He doesn’t help. I hobble along while he only weighs me down and stinks. Or maybe that’s

me.The ash in the air scrapes my skin as I pass. I step around the rats in the street. I can’t be

sure why they’re locked in time while I’m free. If I touch one, might the same power trap me?I

may not know everything, but I can tell where we need to go. All streets lead to the city’s center.

There glows a dream palace. The architecture would put even the proud Romans to shame. It

looks as grand and tall as hubris.I pant from walking. If only there were a channel for me to

swim the distance. Each step on land hurts. The palace’s stairs ruin me. I’m going to give birth

to my guts. I slide down my crutch to sit.The baby slaps his fists at me.“What? You think I’m

giving up?”I lever myself up the pearly steps one at a time, sliding butt first. It takes forever, but

at last I’m there. At the top, I wrestle with my mess of childbearing robes to stand. At the next

stair, I find another way, a sloping path of glass that leads around the outside of a tower. I plod

up and around. Checking behind, I see I don’t really leave a trail of blood. Only feels like it. The

strain is great, but I am greater.And I’m close. The ground resonates with anticipation. The air

is stale and unbreathed and yet sharp with the nearness of power. A droning that I’ve less

heard than felt between the teeth now has grown as loud as a rumble.“Can you feel it, little

leech?”He glances away from me. For the first time, he struggles to look ahead.A vault

stretches before us. Meteor light glares through eye-shaped windows. The redness silhouettes

a terror of a workshop.A web of copper pipes converges over a table. There the glinting tubing

entraps a dead giant. Glassware snakes around him, full of dark fluids and half-seen bobbing

bits of paleness in vats.A glittering chain spans from his corpse to a giantess. She hunches

over the worktable, armored in a confusion of metal. She doesn’t move. She is still as he, dead

on her feet.Am I too late? All the greatness of Atlantis could be gone. I gave it to Arthur.The

giantess stirs. With a clank and a clatter, the last of the Atlanteans lifts the metal bulb of her

head.3The EmpressThe chain binds the two giants together, one living, one dead. The prone

one has gold grafted over his face as if a crown has swallowed half his head. He is dead, or

dying.The living giantess—I wonder if she’s the Goddess Dana—she has a presence of power

to her. But she hides her face under a strange helm. There’s something wrong about her, even

worse than the corpse. No, not a goddess, maybe only an empress, the last of the Atlanteans.

She wears opaline blue plates that ripple with color in the same way as abalone shells. They

protect her within a personal fortress.“That’s what I need,” I whisper to the baby.If I wore such

armor, no man could ever harm me. Once every inch of my skin is covered I will know freedom.

By locking myself away I could rest.If only I could be sure anything would protect me. The



abalone plates might not withstand Excalibur.I prop myself with the cane and kneel before the

Atlantean.She does not look up, as far as I can see. The crystal facets in her bronze helm open

in every direction like a hundred lobster eyes.I swallow down a sour mouthful of fear. “I am

Morgan, once the Lady of the Lake, past ruler of Tintagel.”The empress’s metal pincher fingers

close on a fizzing flask. Drops fall from it into a wound on the dead giant’s side.I glance down

to the little leech. He’s staring at the empress. I do too but can’t make out more than warped

hints of a face within her helmet. Maybe this being isn’t even female, though she does have a

sense of a woman about her. Something black and oily wriggles within that helm.I speak louder

through my fear. “I have come to Atlantis for a second time, for I’m doubly in need of aid.”The

empress adjusts golden needles embedded in the dead giant’s chest. Metal umbilical cords

connect him to brass contraptions that clutter the room. The crowned corpse twitches.I start

back, holding the little leech against my chest.The dead giant falls still again. The living one

keeps tinkering.I had better wait. The Atlantean will talk to me in time.I kneel until it feels like

my legs will melt like blood candles.She ignores me.I stand and pace until I’ve worn tracks of

dust about the room.She spurns me.I lay against a wall until the stillness burns my back and

scalds my legs.She insults me.I pass as much time as I can in this timeless place, ’til I’ve had

to feed the little leech from each breast twice. I wait until I cannot stay still and cannot move. No

help remains for me, and now I can feel the enchantment of Atlantis coursing across my skin,

standing my hairs on end, breezing coldness through me with its piercing eternity.Soon I will be

frozen. Like the rats, I will stay in this spot forever. Once I may have been content with such a

fate. Now too much burns in me to keep quiet. The world must be rid of Good King Arthur.I

break the silence with a scream.The baby cries out with me, for the first time.Our life crashes

through the emptiness. Our outrage clears the air of the unchanging. Our need may echo here

to the end of eternity.The empress sets down her glinting tools and faces us. “I know why you

have come.”Nothing feels better than the first deep breath taken after a scream. I squeeze the

little leech’s stubby hand and face the empress.“You will have the power of sea and storm.” Her

voice leaks from the depths of her helm. “After you grant me two boons.”The corner of my smile

crimps. I have passed through the Pillars of Hercules to reach Atlantis, which is trial enough. I

want to say that, but I save it. The empress carries the wisdom of eons and I, a cane. Yes, I’ll

hear her out.“First, go to the city armory and retrieve the sword Excalibur and the Soulguard

Sheath.”No, this is wrong. It can’t happen. An undertow of frigid water swirls within me along

with a prickling of sea urchins.“Give them to your younger self.”She’s speaking of the past. I

wasted my childhood training as a priestess in Ireland, all for the foul honor of rowing into the

Ocean of Atlantis. Once every seven years, the sundered city drifts close enough for our world

to glimpse. I succeeded in finding Atlantis.If only I had failed.Back then, in my past, in my

shame, an Atlantean gave me the sword and the sheath. I can’t remember her face. I took the

treasures without looking twice at the woman.I trace my fingers along my cheekbone to my

chin. “It was me?”“Was and will be.” The empress gazes down at me with the countless dark

eye-windows of her helm.“No.” Everything in me lurches backward to strain against my spine.

“It’s wrong.”“Your younger self has come far for the sword. Would you turn her away?”“I gave

Excalibur to Arthur. I mean, the younger me will, and she mustn’t,” I say. “Won’t lead her to

it.”“You already have.” The empress reaches out with a claw-fingered gauntlet. “The distance to

the armory is long. Your child will burden you. Give him to me.”I wrap an arm around the little

leech. He doesn’t look frightened by the empress, but he should be. I back away from her. “I

can carry him a while longer.”“Then hurry.”I take a step to leave. The wrongness of all this

fumes inside me, but if I can meet my younger self, if I can speak to her, if I can warn her, then

maybe I can stop her from giving Excalibur to Good King Arthur.“Do not try to change the past.”



The empress clanks after me. The gold chain connecting her collar to the dead giant stretches

taut. “Say anything to stop her from coming here in a year’s time and you will be annihilated.”I

huddle as stinging coldness washes over me. The little leech squirms.“You will have never

been,” the empress says. “You and your child.”“He’s not mine.” I whirl around, and something

inside me tears. Black spikes radiate from my belly up my neck and across my sight. I shout to

clear my head. “He’s nothing.”The empress is gone.Blinking, I see I’m not in the palace

anymore but surrounded by shadow. The only light bleeds through a distant doorway. Sharp

edges glint around me like so many metal teeth. I’m in the Armory of Atlantis.Gooey hands

press against my side.I start to push them away before I remember it’s the little leech. I’m

holding him.“How did we get here?” My head throbs, my vision pulses, and my body aches as

if I have run the whole way. “I may have lost time.”No way to see in the armory, but I can feel.

My skin itches in one direction. It’s a sickening flash of foreknowledge like the moment before

stepping barefoot on a razorfish. I go toward it.The little leech gurgles and grunts.“I know, I

know, but I didn’t come to Atlantis to leave empty-handed.”My cane raps against something. I

shift the little leech to my other arm then reach out, cringing. My fingers close on a cold sting of

metal. I should throw this away. Break it against the wall. Shatter it into screaming shards.I

bring Excalibur outside into the light. The pommel has a curve, ending in a rough lump of

metal. An ugly finish on something that should’ve been a wonder. I have stared long at this hilt,

knowing it must mean something. Now under the red glow of apocalypse, I see. The burning

meteor sweeping down to destroy Atlantis has the same arching shape.Excalibur is not of the

Earth. Its blade falls from the sky to sweep away man or army. He who holds it cannot be

stopped or questioned, no more than a shooting star, meteor.The little leech wobbles a hand

toward the hilt. I pull him back. My cane falls from the crook of my arm. I can’t hold

everything.“Should’ve left you with the empress, little leech. Yes, even if she would’ve eaten

you to the last juicy toe.” I cradle him and pretend to nibble his feet.He glares up at me, jerking

his arms and contorting his wormy fingers.I straighten and look around. My face too hot, my

hand too sweaty and slick from gripping the sword. I can’t really give away Excalibur, can I? I

need power, and now I have it in hand.My fingers play over the constellations of garnets in its

scabbard. The Soulguard Sheath covers the blade. I couldn’t bear to hold it naked. Excalibur is

too deadly.How can I keep it? It has already gone to Good King Arthur. If I try to bring the

sword into the future myself, then there would be two. Or maybe that can’t happen. The

impossibility might unmake reality along with me.A blue glow tickles the corner of my eye.

Something has brightened Atlantis. I limp toward the light, holding Excalibur as far from me as I

can and the little leech as close for balance.The flood wave has changed color. The black wall

of water surrounding Atlantis is still frozen, but now it shimmers. What a delight it would be to

see this death tide break free of its enchantment and flatten Atlantis, as ill as it would go for

me. These buildings would crumble with a glitter.A tingle between my eyes tells me something

else is happening here. I smell the deep saltiness of the ocean, and I remember the clearest of

spring days two years ago. I journeyed alone onto the waters in a rowboat, to search for

Atlantis. Toward dawn, with the sea molten, an island rose before me that was not an island. I

steered my boat to a coast that was in truth the edge of a city. I was so proud. I had only been

a girl.I hustle to meet her.The little leech burbles and belches.“I think you’re right. We need to

climb up somewhere, to see the top of these flood waters. They’ll be her ocean.”We trudge into

a building. There’s a brass octopus waiting inside, reaching with metal tube arms.I startle, but

it’s nothing but a disappointment. “Just another contraption.”After the struggle of stairs, we

come to a second floor. A wall has buckled from a deluge that jelled into timelessness. Outside,

the frozen darkness begins to clear. A shadow of a nearing boat slides closer overhead



through the glinting waters. I climb another story, with Excalibur in my pack straps and the little

leech a nuisance in my arm. Never should’ve brought him, or bore him. I rest him down in a

safe corner before approaching the window.It glows with the pink sky of dawning day. I squint

and pull the hood of my robes over my eyes. Yes, better to hide as much of my face as I can.

That lapping sound is from the oars of a ceremonial skiff. A girl cries out, and I can’t believe it.

My voice could never have been so high and hopeful, so light and ringing.But it must have

been. I grip the windowsill to see.4The Sacrifice“Atlantis, the Lady of the Lake calls for your

aid,” the girl in the boat says. “By sun and stars, I ask of you. By moonlight and mistletoe, I beg

of you.”She should stop with the shit-sweet language. I want to tell her that none of the ritual

matters, that she’ll come to regret everything, that soon she’ll waste days staring up at a

spiderweb.Her eagerness is too bright to break. “The Isle of Britain is being overrun by Saxons.

We ask only for the strength to fight them.”“You ask for Arthur.” Venom chokes my throat as if

I’ve swallowed a mouthful of seawater along with a baby jellyfish. “Arthur, who will be king.”“He

will be?” Her joy pricks my ears and impales my heart.Giving the girl the sword seems cruel. I

would never want to, except the empress demands it. Cold destiny rushes over me. Maybe the

empress is right. I have no choice.I gave birth to kill Arthur. I can swallow more pain to see this

done.A deadness tugs at me, pulling me away from myself. Can’t even feel it where I grip

Excalibur, when I hold it out of the window. Someone with a voice of jagged sharpness says,

“Good King Arthur will have Excalibur, the sky blade that can cut through any sword or

spell.”The jewels on its sheath should’ve been red, but everything is grey. I’m too far and too

cold. I hate being dead to myself. Hate it.“The Soulguard Sheath will protect Good King

Arthur’s blood. Poison will never foul it. Battlefield wounds will never shed it.”My younger self

reaches from the boat, and her brown hands grasp Excalibur. I need to hold onto the blade, to

stop her from taking it, but my grip betrays me. Now she has it, the poor girl, the sweet fool. I

can barely see her.With one eye at a time I gaze between the folds of my hood. Only I’m not

within my robes covering that dead body. Soul free, it’s almost as if there are three of me here.

The old, offering the sword. The young, reaching for the boon, and now me, disembodied.The

girl takes Excalibur. She’s beaming.I know her. I was her.It has been long since I could look in a

mirror, but sometimes the sea throws my reflection at me whether I want it or not. I think I

recognize that sharp face with those fish-hook brows.Maybe I’m mistaken. I can’t remember

ever smiling as wide as this girl. She shines with the brightness of every unlived dawn. Her

eyes can’t be mine. They gleam with innocence.Her triumphant hair is held fast behind her

head by three silver pins with horse heads, three gifts. One from her mother, one from Arthur,

and one from Merlin. She promised the druid, Merlin, she would bring her dear brother

something to make all of Britain proud, and she had meant it. She attuned herself the night

before, singing with the bards, while her priestess friends painted her everywhere with blue

ripple designs, and she didn’t wear anything in the midnight breeze going into the ocean but

she didn’t need to because the awe of it all kept her warm with happiness.It’s disgusting.How I

want it all back so much.And I never will. Because of Arthur.A new kind of heat fills me, one the

girl never knew. An older fire. I fume with it. I boil away the deadness that stole my body. I slam

back into myself, fingers digging into the windowsill, teeth on edge, blood geyser hot.I’m not

letting this girl go back to Arthur. Not when I can warn her.The empress said I would annihilate

myself. Good. Tear me out of history. I never want to have been. I’ll trade every day of my storm-

cloud future for this girl to have one more bright hour. My dusk is her dawn.I call her name, the

one that had once been my own. “Morgause.”She doesn’t quite manage to look at me. Her

eyes are full of Excalibur. She sets one hand on the hilt, one on the sheath.“Morgause, be

careful of Arthur.”“Oh, I will!”She hasn’t understood me. Mother said those same words to me



many times and had meant something very different.I must try again, and I haven’t long to

warn her. The girl is drifting away. The golden shine of her ocean is fading, leaving me with the

inky flood waters of Atlantis.“Morgause!” I call out. “You have to—”Behind me, the little leech

cries. The sound slices through me. Annihilation is a rough deal for him, but how great a future

can he hope for as a bastard? Better for all of us this way.If the girl hears the baby’s cries, she

must think them from a seagull.“Morgause!” I call out across the waters and the years. “Don’t

give the sword to Arthur.”“Yes, I’ll give it to him.” The girl hasn’t heard right. She unsheathes

Excalibur an inch. The sunrise catches off the blade, bright as her hope. Happiness to match

the garnets on the sheath. The mocking light blinds me.I’ve only one more chance. Darkness

stretches into sea between us. I pull back my hood. Let her see my face. Let her look up from

the sword and sheath to see her future.“Morgause,” I scream, “Arthur will—”The black waters

slam into me. The flood of Atlantis rises and sweeps me away. I fight to surface, to scream, to

save the girl. My heart keeps flipping over my feet, and I whirl in nothingness.Until I can see

again. I’m on my hands and knees, spluttering out foulness.“No, no, no.” I’m feeling all too real,

too sore, and too vile. Not half as annihilated as I would like.A clank makes me look up. I’m

back in the palace. The empress towers over me.In one hand she holds a vial shining with

power. In the other, her brass fingers clutch my baby.5The Choice“You will have the strength of

sea and storm.” The empress pinches the vial between two gauntlet claws. Inside the glass,

water spins and froths. “You must only give me the child.”“That’s gull shit!” My mouth fills with

the moldy taste of stagnant waters. I try to spit it out. “Coming to Atlantis already cost me too

much.”“You said he is nothing to you.” She holds the little leech across her arm, his bald head

in her palm, her needle fingers denting his scalp but not drawing blood. “You hate thinking of

him as yours.”“I need him.” That’s why I can’t stand the sight of her with the baby. Feels like sea

snails squeezing through my insides, with their hard shells bruising and slime trails sticking. It

isn’t that I care for the little leech. “He’ll show the world what Arthur did to me.”“They will yet

doubt you.”The baby’s grey gaze shifts from me to the empress.“No.” I square myself to her.

She can’t be that tall after all, beneath her clam-shell armor and lobster-eye helm. “Didn’t carry

him for so long only to leave him behind.”“Bearing him opened the gate to Atlantis. You may

depart with the child, or with power.”I envision myself wading soaked through rock pools back

to Britain, with only the baby. Nothing will have changed. I might spend the rest of my small life

in my dark cabinet in Tintagel. When Good King Arthur visits the citadel to search for me, once

again I’ll hide in the sea cave. Shivering among sand fleas. Even when Arthur is far, my nights

will be nightmares, and I’ll stop breathing at the sight of a man’s shadow.No, I’m not going back

to that. I can’t.Clenching my shoulder blades together, I look to the baby. His eyes are so bright,

so sharp, it’s like he’s peering into my mind. Their grey is halfway between the storm black of

my eyes and Arthur’s sky blue.I gag. I can’t keep the little leech, couldn’t even bear to hold

him.“What will you do with him?” I ask.“More than will you.”The gold chain attached to her

plated collar runs link by glittering link to the dead giant. The skin below his stomach is peeled

open and held by bronze clamps, showing the darkness of his liver. Slash marks cut across it,

and the organs glistening nearby are mangled.Can’t smell much rot. The empress is keeping

the corpse from falling to pieces. With his crown, maybe he was once emperor beside her.

Could be whatever ritual will bring him back alive requires the baby.I feel sick. “How fresh do

you need your liver?”The empress doesn’t answer. The little leech hasn’t struggled in her metal

grasp, hasn’t cried. He must be brave, or more stupid than I thought.“Never mind. I don’t care.”

If she doesn’t tell me, I can still believe. The child will live. One day, I might even see him

again.The empress pulls him closer, against her plated chest. Light ripples over her armor with

gleams of pink and green.I could lunge in, try to steal him back. But he seems content. Maybe



this is for the best. Or, even if it isn’t, it’ll have to do. I’ve had enough of him.She nods.She will

have the baby. I’ll never have to carry him again. I am free.A smile tries to worm its way onto

my face, but I keep it out. Shouldn’t be feeling this good, this weightless, like I’ve been lugging

the family cauldron for months only to have it lifted from my back. Now I can swim twice as fast,

so light that I could coast above the waters and glide.The relief is strong enough to hurt. That’s

why I’m crying.I’ll take what I need and leave him. Nothing could be more natural, after how he

was gotten. Still, doesn’t seem right that the little leech should slip so smoothly out of my life

after he pained me for so long. But what a mercy if true.The empress holds out the vial of

power. “Drinking this will submerge you back into time, which flows around us in a sphere.

Atlantis is equidistant from all ages. You can return at any point, but you cannot choose when.

The time chooses you.”I wipe tears off my face and reach for my reward. “Then, when I go

back, Good King Arthur might already be long dead?”“Not if you are meant to treat with him.”“I

am, and I will.” I close my fingers over the vial. It thrums against my skin, thrilling in its coldness

and shocking in its heat.The empress doesn’t let go. “Atlantis kept its knowledge as fluids. I

chose this from the Font of Wisdom and have waited long to give it to you.”I tug at the vial, but

the empress’s slender metal claws are a vice. I ask, “Drinking it will give me the power I

need?”The strength to breathe and not choke, to walk and not fear, to rest and not panic. To

never be forced onto my back again.To be safe.“All other talents of Atlantis have been

swallowed and spent,” the empress says. The outline of a face shifts within the panes of her

helm. It almost looks human. “This is the last. You must use it for no small greatness.”“I will,

already. Now give what you promised.” I lean back and wrench away the vial.I have it. It’s in my

hand. The tiny glass is trembling and rocking, or I’m the one shaking. Clear and crystal, the vial

is half empty. No, that’s not so. Two liquids fill it, one an airy swirl of pristine water. It rests atop

something thicker and more violent. The lower layer churns and froths.“It’s the sea.” I know it

is.Clank! The empress turns her back on me. She carries the little leech away.She’s a fool, to

have given me so much for something so little, so bursting with shit. I’ll drink the power down

before she changes her mind.I touch the glass stopper. The vial shakes, and the two liquids

inside mix in a cyclone. They separate again with flashes of light.Yes, this is right. I’m holding

the part of me that has always been missing. As the Lady of the Lake I was too calm, too quiet.

Maybe I was weak, but if so, no longer. I raise the vial close to my mouth. My thumbnail

touches my chin.I pull the stopper free.The power twirls out.I’m ready, and my teeth snap

around it. Coolness drills into me, and I can’t get enough. It feels like I’ve left my mouth open in

a windstorm. I can’t breathe, but why would I want to? Gales chase each other in my chest. My

lungs hold the North Wind. I am as deep and endless as the ocean and teeming everywhere

with life. My blood is whitewater. My voice is thunder, and I scream for joy.Atlantis shakes. I fall

through the palace floor. I’m plummeting and flying at once.Worlds spin and stretch around

me.Too long I’ve been frozen. Too long I’ve been afraid. Now I am all alight with anger and

crackling.I will strike down Good King Arthur. His dearest friends will bow before my power. His

strongest fortress will wash away in my wrath, and I’ll wipe history clean of the last trace of his

name.No longer meek. The Lady of the Lake, never again. Goodbye, Morgause. I am Morgan

of Sea and Storm.6The DruidI impact. Ground now exists beneath me. A purity of brilliance

clears from my vision, and a thunderclap echoes in my ears. I’ve never heard anything more

beautiful.I’ve never felt so grand. After the strangeness of Atlantis I’ve returned to a world I

know. This salty breeze, this grey sky, this green land, this is home. I kick off the singed tatters

of my boots and rest my bare feet on the ticklish rocks of a sea cliff. My back is to the beach,

but I can feel the pulse of the waves. They match the beat of my heart.I lift one arm, and as the

sleeve of my robes pools down, the surf crashes up. The same happens after I flick my other



hand. I laugh, and the wind quickens. Filling my lungs makes clouds billow higher overhead. My

sigh starts the rain. Each droplet on my skin is a cool kiss.And yet, all is not right. The weight of

the baby is missing. I ache around the chest. My breasts pain me, as they must until my milk

dries out. I choke up. It feels like sand caught in the throat. No, it’s not the loss of the little leech

that’s troubling me.This isn’t Avalon I’m standing on, not that holdout of rock almost lost amidst

the waves. There I performed the doorway ritual. Here, white cliffs cascade down to a strange

shore. I left the world in late autumn. Now, bull kelp thrives in the warming waters of

spring.“When am I?”I’m not worried about the where. This limestone glistening with rain below

me is likely one of the cliffs first seen by the Romans invading Britain. In their arrogance they

named the entire isle Albion after our southernmost shore. No, I need to know how much time

has streamed by.If I’ve lost only a few months, just the bone chill of winter, then I won’t be too

late. I can stop Good King Arthur before he ruins the country. Before he gains immortality

through fame. I have dropped into this moment of history for a reason, and it had better be

Arthur.I must speak to someone. I must know.Nearby an elderly man is hobbling down a

Roman road, as if in answer to my need. I rush inland toward him, with a sea breeze helping

me along like a hand on the back. The rain cloud goes ahead of me, and comforting shade

covers the raised track of the road and the elder.An undertow of wrongness slows me to a

walk. Every step I take from the sea, I shrink. I’m no longer so vast, so surging, so boundless.

But what I’m feeling is worse than that. The elder happened to be here just now, alone, without

so much as a mule, on roads used most of all by bandits.Unless the elder is lost. I suppose I

could have been cast down now to help him, or her. A ratty cloak covers the figure.“Girl.” The

voice that came from that hood is deeper and stronger than expected. It seems to arise from

everywhere, from underground. “Will you lend an arm to a man old and feeble?”I stiffen, and

the breeze flurries around me. It catches the elder’s cloak and lifts it enough for me to see a

skull.A skull lashed to a belt, the human bone painted with woad in twisting designs of blue.

Brown leaves of mistletoe droop from the eye sockets. The sacred plant symbolizes rebirth, but

this sprig has withered and begun to rot. A skull carries the wisdom of the dead, but I question

it.“I’d help the old and feeble,” I say, “but you’re only one of those, Merlin.”Merlin casts off his

cloak and rises to his full height. It’s barely any taller. He’s bent and too old. He smells it too, all

sickly with a whiff of shit. My nose wrinkles, catching also a sting of blood. It’s crusted beneath

his nails. His sacrificial knife at his side is a sickle of gold, but that’s not what’s scary about

him.He’s a druid. His weapon is his words.He grins, half his teeth gold plugs. “The stars told me

you’d be here today.”And he knows too much.“Did you boat here from Gaul?” His eyebrows

seem more owlish than human. They jut out from his face, and one lifts a wing. “By

yourself?”“No, I….” I click my jaw shut. If he’s asking, he doesn’t know everything, and I must

not tell him the rest, not until I’m certain. “Are you my friend, or Arthur’s?”“Why, I am Britain’s

friend.” Merlin taps his druid wand against his chest. A louse is shaken from his beard. “And

Good King Arthur is the Slayer of Saxons and Savior of Britain.”My stomach lurches, tries to

pull me away from this stinking druid. With every word he says, more sea salt leaks from my

pores. I have to leave. I know that Arthur’s still alive now, and that’s enough. But I can’t move.

Merlin is still speaking to me.“Because of Arthur, our horizon is no longer smoke black from

burning villages. Are you not glad, girl? Are you not joyous?”Yes, I have to say yes. I must bow

my head, lower my eyes, and agree with Merlin. I always have. I left my home and became a

priestess across the sea for him. I rowed out to Atlantis because he told me he had seen my

future. He’s so wise, so knowing, and I, so very young. A girl, as he says. Merlin will make each

of my decisions, and I’ll be better for it.Except I’m not a girl, not the one he knew. I have a new

name, and I don’t need to listen to Merlin. If he saw all, he would’ve stopped Arthur from



hurting me. Or if Merlin had known it would happen and done nothing, I’ll grind his bones to

sand.“Merlin.” My anger is the driving rain. It slams down around us, sudden and strong. “I’ve

had long hours to think in darkness. Tell me, why did you spellbind my father’s men? Why let

Uther Pendragon sneak into Tintagel? Why help him rape my mother?”That is what had

happened. I see it now. I see too much and just enough.“For the sake of prophecy,” Merlin says.

The thin flaps of his lips hook into a sneer. He isn’t even trying to deny the truth, the bastard.

“Of which you know nothing, girl.”“I’m glad for it.”“Why ever? You should wish to know your own

future.”“Not from you.”The rain streams from his beard. It’s greenish around the edges. “You will

play but a small part in Arthur’s life.”“Shut it! I don’t want to hear.”“It’s ordained in land and sky.

You must only accept your place to be content.”“Like you made my mother accept her place?

Married to the man who raped her?”“Girl, girl,” Merlin says, “your anger is unbecoming.”He’s

wrong. I’m brimming with the heat of life.“Whatever meager mischief you hoped to bring down

on Good King Arthur is too late. You’ve been gone seven years.”“Seven years?” I go cold.

“Seven?”“Arthur has already won.”No! I search Merlin’s wrinkled face for the truth. How much

time has passed? He looks aged, but he always has.“Arthur has routed the Saxons, with the

sword you gave him. Good King Arthur has fulfilled his destiny.”The rain has sputtered out to a

drizzle.“Arthur is the light of Britain. He’s the beginning of a new age, and there’s nothing you

can do to harm him.”I hold myself. I’m shaking. My breath comes in ragged spikes of pain.This

can’t be right. I can’t have gone to Atlantis for nothing. I couldn’t have given up the little leech

for no reason. This time chose me. I am meant to be here.“He even married a beautiful queen.”

Merlin taps the club end of his wand against his shoulder. “A pity she’s barren. Arthur has

never accepted my advice in women, but the people do love her. Almost as much as they love

him.”I can’t believe that, not any of it.Because it’s not true.“You lie,” I say.I find my anger. All my

warmth isn’t gone, and with what sparks remain I face Merlin. Now I’m the one speaking.“You

named Uther Pendragon as my mother’s loving husband, but he wasn’t.” The sea crashes

behind me. It shares my outrage. “You named Uther’s son Good King Arthur, but he should be

none of those.”“I am always right, and there’s always truth in my foresight.”Inside I’m a whirling

rush of tingles and bubbles. I’m standing up to Merlin. Never thought I could do it.“I know

you’ve come from Atlantis.” He gazes up at the storm then down. Merlin spits at my feet as if to

ward against evil. “I know what you’ve become.”“Greater than you, old man.”“Enslaving spirits

isn’t greatness.”“What?”“You have no power,” he says, “except to bind spirits and bend them

against their nature.”“That’s not what I’m doing.” I don’t think so.“Once you were a priestess

who reverenced the spirits.”“I was a lot of things, once.”“You respected the small gods of brook

and lake.” Droplets whip out from his shaking wand. “Now you have them shackled.”My fists

clench, and rain drives sideways straight into his eyes.I’m the one who winces. I don’t know

how I’m doing this. Maybe he’s right.“You twist and hurt them,” he says.Maybe he’s lying. “I

don’t hurt them. That’s not how it feels.”“I can hear the spirits screaming.”“They’re happy.” I’m

laughing now. Merlin’s a liar, and this isn’t wrong. It feels glorious. The sky celebrates me with

victory showers. “Or, spirits have nothing to do it with it.”“You are a foolish girl, and you will be

until you accept your future.” He would tell it.“No,” I say. “I don’t want to know.”“For a time, you

will darken Britain, as a passing cloud soon forgotten.”“Stop!” I try to shove his words back.

Each one hits me like a river stone against my chest. They leave a cold ache.I reach for help. I

catch hold of a sea gust, fierce and wet. It hurtles into Merlin and knocks him to his side with a

splash.He keeps speaking. “Your life will be wasted.”I don’t wish to hear this. His words are

bowing me over. I have to shut him up.Rain pours into his mouth. The puddle he lies in

explodes into his face. The water has to gag him into silence.His words burst out anyway. “Your

life will be regret, until you make peace with Arthur.”Merlin’s words are venom. They strike with



pain and spread death beneath my clammy skin. Too many will kill me.“You will come to see,

girl, that it is you who are wrong.”I will die.Unless I kill Merlin first.Digging my fingernails into my

chest, I reach deep down, into my whitewater core. I summon the sea.Behind me, waters

crash. They surge and smash.“I will drown you,” I say. Droplets fly from my lips.“No, you won’t.”I

choke as cold certainty freezes me. Merlin is right. He has seen the future, and everything he

tells is true.“My doom lies in the cramped darkness of a cave,” he says. “You won’t be the girl

who leads me inside.”With a desperate hiss, seawaters crest the white cliffs and race to me,

but they’re too slow, too far away. I’m defenseless against his prophecy.“One day you will no

longer wish to harm Good King Arthur but only heal.”I try to cover my ears. I can’t feel my

hands. His words push straight into my skull.“You shall tend to Arthur in his final hour. All will

see you do him honor.”I fall. I’m on the ground, and I can’t stop shaking.“You will carry Arthur by

boat to a holy isle and there bring him back to life.”The sky cries for me. There’s nothing I can

do, except run. I have to escape, but I can’t move, can’t get up, can’t live the life Merlin has

foretold.“And all people of all ages will praise Arthur as the once and future king.”The water

catches me up and carries me away, but it’s too late. The sea drags me down the white cliffs in

a waterfall, but I will never be carried far enough. Plunging beneath the surf in an undertow, I’m

away from Merlin. His words still remain within.They weigh me down. I sink below the waves

into a green underworld. The surface shimmers, light to dark, day to night, sun to moon. Time

flickers by. It doesn’t matter to me. I’m safely trapped below. Blood from my birthing leaks from

under my robes. It trails me like inky smoke that splays into nothing.I’m as lifeless as a floating

corpse.This isn’t the first time I’ve been dead. It happens when I’m alone, surrounded by

people who won’t help. That endless slumping, that knowing I will drift forever downward into

the depths of the ocean. I’ll be forgotten in the abyss.I won’t let myself fall so far. A drop of

anger remains to buoy me up. Merlin might’ve hoped to batter me into silence, but I will die

shouting. Even if all he told is true, I can yet shatter the quiet of his perfect world. Everyone will

know what he and Arthur have done.I breathe in brine and exhale whitewater.I can hope for

more. I could take back Excalibur. Someday I may disbelieve Merlin’s lies. Now they ring as

truth.I can believe I’m alive. Wave by rocking wave, I’m pushed further out to sea. How long has

it been? My bleeding has stopped. I want to start moving again, begin doing.Being a drowned

corpse is so much easier. In the deadness I can’t feel pain. But I do sense something.A grey

sleekness shoots by, a living flutter. And another. They are sharks.7The SharkWhite bellies,

quick fins, eager snouts, and shimmering hides, the sharks frolic. They swerve close to me and

zap past, pluming out my loose robes and leaving my skin tingling. Their wakes wash over me

in awakening bursts of life.The sharks’ mouths stay open in what looks like confused frowns.

They seem to ask, “What are you?”I am Morgan. I stretch out my arms to them. And I have two

hearts, one of sea, one of storm.Their dark eyes have white rings of surprise.More sharks

circle up from the deep. The shifting light of waves plays over them. As the sharks pass, their

skin flashes with a luster of blue.You are finned beauties. And more lively than any jewels.One

blue shark sweeps in, mouth open. Teeth bristle toward my hand.I push him away with a puff of

breath and a surge of current. No.He hadn’t meant to bite me, I’m sure, only feel me with his

teeth. Even so.I’ve wished to pet your kind before, but we can’t have everything we want. I start

swimming, start moving.Another shark dashes by. Grey scars hatch her back. She fans past

with her barbed spike of a tail then gobbles down a squid.The sea throbs with shoals of squid,

and I’ve only just noticed. The sea opens to me. My awareness ripples outward, from the

squirmy tentacles to the blue sharks, from the stray remoras to the water itself and its life of

glowing green.I know where I want to go. The shore of Britain is a place I can feel, like the

flutter against my cheek from something close enough to touch. I kick in that direction.The sea



flows with me. The shoal of squids part. The revelation of blue sharks follow. They fly alongside

me in the water.I spin between two of them. You may not believe so, but I’ve been brought back

to life by sharks before. And more than once.The first time happened in the Bristol Channel. I

was floundering in the water, six months pregnant with the little leech. Only when swimming did

I feel a hint of myself again. Not some stumbling, sobbing sow, I could still master my way

between the waves. In the sea, it didn’t matter if you cried.Right then, I gasped, spluttered,

sprayed out brine. A shock passed through me. My legs twitched, knees weakened, baby

kicked, stomach pinched, chest shivered, and eyes gaped. I wasn’t alone in the sea.

Something neared, something immense. Its mystery lapped against me with pure thrill.A black

flag sliced through the waves toward me. It was a fin.The waters swelled and darkened. It was

a behemoth.I dunked my head below the surface to see. My eyes stung. My heart strained.

Before me, some sunken ship drifted closer. Its prow had eyes and a mouth that yawned white

in a tunnel of gills. It was a living barge, a basking shark.
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